We develop a theory of 'non-abelian higher special elements' in the non-commutative exterior powers of the Galois cohomology of p-adic representations. We explore their relation to the theory of organising matrices and thus to the Galois module structure of Selmer modules. In concrete applications, we relate our general theory to the formulation of refined Stark conjectures and of refined conjectures of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer type.
Before discussing the main objects of study in this article we must recall the theory of organising matrices.
1.1.1. Organising matrices. In the study of the classical (commutative) Iwasawa theory of elliptic curves, Mazur and Rubin first suggested in [20, 21] the possibility of a theory of 'organising modules' as a means of encoding detailed arithmetic information in a single matrix. A little later, Mazur and Rubin [23] succesfully associated (under certain hypotheses) such matrices to the corresponding Selmer complexes that were introduced by Nekovář in [26] . Subsequently, Burns and the first author [10] have both refined, and extended, this theory, in a way which associates a canonical family of 'organising matrices' to general p-adic representations, considered with general (non-abelian) coefficients.
To be more precise, let F/k be a finite Galois extension of global fields with Galois group G and let p be a prime number. Then to any p-adic Galois representation T defined over k one may associate certainétale cohomology complexes of Z p [G]-modules. These complexes are often 'admissible' in the sense of loc. cit. (see also §2.1.1 below) and in any such cases can be assigned a canonical family of organising matrices, with entries in Z p [G] , which encode a wide range of detailed information concerning the arithmetic of T over F/k. In this article we will give a generalisation of the construction of such organising matrices. In addition, we will clarify their relationship to the theory of non-commutative higher Fitting invariants that has recently been developed by Burns and Sano [13] . See §3.3 below for more details.
1.1.2. Non-abelian higher special elements. In the commutative setting Burns, Sano and the second author [14] have recently developed a theory of 'higher special elements' as a generalisation of the notion of higher rank Euler systems. Such elements are also associated to admissible complexes in the sense of [10] and live in the higher exterior powers of the cohomology modules of the complexes. We recall that in arithmetic applications these modules are thus strictly related to the Galois (orétale) cohomology of p-adic representations. Burns and Sano [13] have also recently developed a theory of non-commutative exterior powers. The main objective of this article is to use it in order to define a completely general notion of 'non-abelian higher special element'. The theory of non-commutative exterior powers comes naturally equipped with canonical evaluation pairings and our definition gives a direct relationship between the images of non-abelian higher special elements under these pairings and the reduced norms of the corresponding organising matrices. By exploiting our understanding of the properties of organising matrices we are therefore able to prove that non-abelian higher special elements satisfy strong integrality properties and also encode delicate information regarding the Galois structure of Selmer modules of p-adic representations. These are the contents of our main algebraic result, given below as Theorem 5.1.
In this way, we hope to contribute to the future study of non-commutative versions of higher rank Euler systems.
We emphasise that, exactly as in the commutative case considered in [14] , our construction of higher special elements does not depend on fixing 'separable' tuples of elements (in the highest degree non-trivial cohomology modules of admissible complexes) but rather arises from arbitrary choices of tuples. This fact makes our arithmetic applications significantly finer than the similar theories currently present in the literature, as we shall illustrate in the rest of this introduction.
1.2. Arithmetic applications. The degree of generality of our algebraic methods allows for subsequent applications in a wide range of natural arithmetic settings, including to the compact support cohomology modules, the finite support cohomology modules in the sense of Bloch and Kato [1] and the cohomology modules of the Nekovář-Selmer complexes that arise from very general p-adic representations. In this article we will however only focus on applications to the arithmetic of very specific representations. [30] for abelian L-functions of arbitrary order of vanishing, there has been much interest in the integrality properties that should be satisfied by the values at z = 0 of higher derivatives of general Artin L-functions. More specifically, for a given finite Galois extension F/k of global fields with Galois group G, for appropriate auxiliary finite sets of places S and T of k, and for any non-negative integer a, one may consider the value In addition, one hopes that the elements L a S,T (0) encode information about the Z[G]module structure of the ray class group Cl T S (F ) of O F,S modulo T . In particular, it is natural to ask whether the action of any given such normalisation of L a S,T (0) inside Z[G] annihilates the module Cl T S (F ). It is therefore desirable to construct lattices of regulators that are as large as possible. Indeed, under multiplication by each higher derivative L a S,T (0), such lattices then have image inside Z[G] as large as possible, and can thus get closer to determining the annihilator ideal Ann Z[G] (Cl T S (F )). For the same reason it is also desirable to carry out such a construction of regulators for as many non-negative integers a as possible (for which L a S,T (0) = 0). Assume that S contains all archimedean places of k (if any) and all that ramify in F/k, that T is disjoint from S and that the group of (S, T )-units O × F,S,T of F is torsion-free. Denoting by X F,S the usual module, the Dirichlet regulator defines an isomorphism of R[G]-modules R F,S : R·O × F,S,T → R·X F,S and its inverse induces, for any non-negative integer a, an isomorphism of non-commutative a-th exterior powers
Then our methods lead us to conjecture that for any a < |S|, any a-tuple
(1) x 1 , . . . , x a ∈ X F,S and any a-tuple ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ a ∈ Hom Z[G] (O × F,S,T , Z[G]), the image (∧ j=a j=1 ϕ j ) (R −1 F,S ) (a) (∧ i=a i=1 x i ) of the pair (∧ j=a j=1 ϕ j , (R −1 F,S ) (a) (∧ i=a i=1 x i )) under the natural evaluation pairing on noncommutative exterior powers defines a suitable regulator for L a S,T (0) in all the above senses. See Conjecture 6.4 below for a precise statement of our conjecture. It is relevant to emphasise that the above construction is not limited to the case where a is the minimal order of vanishing at z = 0 of the relevant equivariant Artin Lfunction. In addition, our methods are also appropriate to treating the boundary case a = |S|. For a fixed a, we refer to the lattice generated by elements of the form L a S,T (0) · (∧ j=a j=1 ϕ j ) (R −1 F,S ) (a) (∧ i=a i=1 x i ) as the '(non-abelian) a-th Stickelberger lattice' for F/k, S and T . This lattice then contains the '(non-abelian) Stark element of rank a' that is defined by Burns and Livingstone Boomla in [9] and corresponds to a specific choice of a-tuple (1) . It therefore also contains the '(non-abelian) Rubin-Stark element' of Burns and Sano [13] in any situation in which the latter element is defined. In particular, our conjecture concerning the a-th Stickelberger lattice refines all analogous conjectures studied for general Galois extensions in [9, 13, 3] . As evidence for our conjecture, we build on work of Burns to prove that it holds whenever k is a global function field.
It would be interesting to carry out numerical computations of higher Stickelberger lattices in non-abelian situations.
1.2.2. Non-abelian higher p-adic Stickelberger elements. Assume that k is a totally real number field and F is a Galois CM extension of k, and fix an odd prime number p. We write µ p (F ) for the p-adic, Iwasawa-theoretic µ-invariant of the cyclotomic Z p -extension of F . In this setting we define a p-adic version of the higher Stickelberger lattices, which in particular replaces the use of the element L a S,T (0) by and element which interpolates the values at z = 0 of higher derivatives of Deligne-Ribet p-adic Artin L-functions. Building also on work of Burns, we then prove that if either p does not divide the degree of F/k, or if µ p (F ) vanishes, then the higher p-adic Stickelberger lattices satisfy a p-adic analogue of our general conjecture for higher Stickelberger lattices. Again the higher p-adic Stickelberger lattices contain the '(non-abelian) p-adic Gross-Rubin-Stark' element that is defined by Burns and Sano in [13] as corresponding to a specific choice of tuple as in (1).
Annihilation of higher K-groups.
We fix now a finite Galois extension of number fields F/k with Galois group G as well as an odd prime number p and a negative integer j. Assume that the p-component of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture is valid for the pair (h 0 (Spec(F )(j), Z[G]) (as formulated by Burns and Flach [5] ). Then our methods show that an analogous construction to that described in §1.2.1, in which one instead considers the values at z = j of higher derivatives of Artin Lfunctions associated to F/k, gives integral annihilators p-completion of the Quillen K-theory group K −2j (O F ) of the ring of integers O F of F . Our annihilation claim thus constitutes a strong refinement and generalisation of the Coates-Sinnott conjecture [15] . Our construction of (conjectural) annihilators can also be shown to recover that of Nickel in [28] as well as the construction of 'Stark elements of weight −2j' that is given in the abelian case by Burns, Kurihara and Sano in [7] .
Refined conjectures of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer type.
Burns and the first author [11] have formulated a completely general 'refined Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture' (or 'refined BSD conjecture' in the sequel) for the Hasse-Weil-Artin Lseries associated to an abelian variety A defined over a number field k and to a finite Galois extension F of k. This conjecture is equivalent to the relevant case of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture and is thus also compatible with main conjecture of non-commutative Iwasawa theory as formulated by Coates et al in [16] . Its formulation relies on a construction of canonical Nekovář-Selmer complexes associated to choices of semi-local points on A. Under certain hypotheses, it may also be reformulated in terms of 'classical Selmer complexes' that are closely related to the finite support cohomology that was introduced by Bloch and Kato in [1] . In [11, §8] , assuming that F/k is abelian, Burns and the first author then study the congruence relations between the values at z = 1 of higher derivatives of Hasse-Weil-Artin L-series, as well as their relation to the Galois structure of the Selmer and Tate-Shafarevich groups of A over F , that are encoded in the refined BSD conjecture.
In §8 below we shall apply our algebraic results to obtain a generalisation of the results of loc. cit. to general Galois extensions F/k.
1.3.
Structure of the article. In §2 we shall first recall the definition of the category of admissible complexes, and then also the construction of the specific admissible arithmetic complexes that will be relevant to our applications. In §3 we then introduce the notion of a characteristic element, recall the theory of non-commutative Fitting invariants, and describe certain links between both notions through a generalisation of the construction of organising matrices that we give in §3.3. In §4 we define our notion of non-abelian higher special elements after briefly recalling the theory of non-commutative exterior powers. As a preliminary step for the study of their finer integrality properties, we prove in §4.3 that these elements are rational in a natural sense. In §5 we first state our main algebraic result together with two additional corollaries. We then proceed to prove our main result in the rest of the section. In §6, §7 and §8 we finally discuss certain arithmetic applications of our general theory. These concern the formulation of explicit conjectures and results concerning the Galois structure of class groups, higher K-groups, and Selmer and Tate-Shafarevich groups respectively.
1.4. General notation. For any ring R we write Z(R) for its centre. Unless otherwise specified we regard all R-modules as left R-modules. We write D(R) for the derived category of complexes of R-modules. If R is noetherian, then we write D p (R) for the full triangulated subcategory of D(R) comprising complexes that are 'perfect' (that is, isomorphic in D(R) to a bounded complex of finitely generated projective R-modules). For an abelian group M we write M tor for its torsion submodule and set M tf := M/M tor , which we regard as embedded in the associated space Q ⊗ Z N . For a prime p and natural number n we write M [p n ] for the subgroup {m ∈ M : p n m = 0} of the Sylow p-subgroup M [p ∞ ] of M tor . We set M p := Z p ⊗ Z M .
Preliminaries
All modules are to be regarded, unless explicitly stated otherwise, as left modules. For any noetherian ring Λ we write D(Λ) for the derived category of Λ-modules and D p (Λ) for the full triangulated subcategory of D(Λ) comprising complexes that are perfect. For any module N we write N tor for its torsion submodule and set N tf := N/N tor , which we regard as embedded in the associated space Q ⊗ Z N .
2.1. Admissible complexes. We first introduce the categories of complexes to which our main algebraic results apply. To do this we fix a Dedekind domain R of characteristic 0 with field of fractions F , a finite group G and an R-order A that spans a direct factor A = F ⊗ R A of the group ring F [G].
2.1.1. The category of admissible complexes. We write D a (A) for the full subcategory of D p (A) comprising complexes C = (C i ) i∈Z which satisfy the following four assumptions:
(ad 1 ) C is an object of D p (A); (ad 2 ) the Euler characteristic of A ⊗ A C in the Grothendieck group K 0 (A) vanishes; (ad 3 ) C is acyclic outside degrees one and two; (ad 4 ) H 1 (C) is R-torsion-free. In the sequel we will refer to an object of D a (A) as an 'admissible complex of Amodules'. Remark 2.1. In the case that G is abelian, the category D a (A) plays a key role in the theory of higher special elements developed by Burns, Sano and the second author in [14] . However, we caution the reader that there is a slight difference of terminology in that objects of the category D a (A) defined above are in loc. cit. referred to as 'strictly admissible' complexes. In the general case, the category D a (A) also plays a key role in the theory of organising matrices developed by Burns and the first author in [10] .
2.1.2. Gorenstein algebras. We now assume that A is endowed with an R-linear antiinvolution ι and use it to regard the R-linear dual M * := Hom R (M, R) of each left A-module M as a left A-module by the rule a(f )(m) := f (ι(a)(m)) for each a ∈ A, f ∈ M * and m ∈ M . We assume also that A is Gorenstein (with respect to ι) in the sense that A * is a projective A-module. For an important example of such an algebra see Example 2.2 below. Then for any finitely generated projective A-module Q the module Q * is also both finitely generated and projective and so the category D p (A) is preserved by the functor C → C * := R Hom R (C, R). Further, for each complex C in D p (A) and each integer j the universal coefficient spectral sequence gives in each degree i a canonical short exact sequence
These sequences imply in particular that (if A is Gorenstein, then) the functor C → C * [−3] preserves the category D a (A).
Then for any idempotent e of Z(R[G]) which is fixed by ι # the algebra A := R[G]e is Gorenstein with respect to the anti-involution that is obtained by restricting ι # .
Annihilation idempotents.
If C is an object of D a (A), then we write e 0 = e 0 (C) for the sum over all primitive idempotents of Z(A) that annihilate the module H 1 (A⊗ A C). We note that the conditions (ad 2 ) and (ad 3 ) combine to imply that H 1 (A⊗ A C) ∼ = H 2 (A⊗ A C). We use identical notation for complexes that do not satisfy the condition (ad 4 ).
Arithmetic examples.
For brevity we only discuss the specific arithmetic examples of admissible complexes that will be relevant to the applications of the general theory that will be given in this article. We refer the reader to both [10, §2.2] and [14, §2.2] for more general discussions of how ubiquitous admissible complexes are in arithmetic. Before proceeding we must fix some additional notation that will be in place throughout the sequel. For a given number field k, we write S ∞ (k) for the set of archimedean places of k and also S C (k) for the subset of S ∞ (k) comprising places which are complex. For a given rational prime number p we also write S p (k) for the set of places of k which are p-adic. For a given abelian variety A defined over k, we write S bad (A /k ), or simply S bad (A) if no ambiguity is possible, for the set of places of k at which A has bad reduction. For a given finite Galois extension F/k of global fields, we write S ram (F/k) for the set of places of k which ramify in F/k. For a fixed set of places S of k we also write S(F ) for the set of places of F which lie above a place in S. If M is a Γ-module for some group Γ, then we write M ∨ for the Pontryagin dual of M and always endow it with the natural contragredient action of Γ.
2.2.1.
Weil-étale cohomology of the multiplicative group. In this section we describe a construction of admissible complexes due to Burns, Kurihara and Sano [6] . Let F/k be a finite Galois extension of global fields with Galois group G. Let S be a non-empty finite set of places of k which contains S ∞ (k) ∪ S ram (F/k). We write Y F,S for the free abelian group on the set S(F ) and X F,S for the submodule of Y F,S comprising elements whose coefficients sum to zero. We also write O F,S for the ring of S(F )-integers in F and O × F,S for the group of S(F )-units in F . Let T be a finite set of places of k that is disjoint from S. We write O × F,S,T for the (finite index) subgroup of O × F,S comprising those elements congruent to 1 modulo all places in T (F ). We always assume that T is chosen so that this group is Z-free. In addition, we write Cl T S (F ) for the ray class group of O F,S modulo w∈T (F ) w. The '(S-relative T -trivialised) integral dual Selmer group for G m over F ' is defined in [6] by setting
where F × T is the group {a ∈ F × : ord w (a−1) > 0 for all w ∈ T (F )} and the homomorphism on the right hand side maps (x w ) w to the map (a → w / ∈S(F )∪T (F ) ord w (a)x w ). It is shown in loc. cit. that this module lies in a canonical exact sequence
and has a canonical transpose S tr S,T (G m /F ), in the sense of Jannsen's homotopy theory of modules, which itself lies in a canonical exact sequence both belong to the category D a (Z[G]). In addition, there exist canonical identifications
and
Here ∆ S is the natural diagonal map and we have used the obvious notation for the cohomology modules of the respective complexes.
2.2.2.Étale cohomology of cyclotomic representations.
In this section we describe a construction of admissible complexes due to Burns, Kurihara and Sano [7] . Let F/k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. We also fix an odd prime number p.
For any integer j we define a projective
where we have also set
if j is odd.
We write Z p (j), Q p (j) and Q p /Z p (j) for the j-th Tate twist of Z p , Q p and Q p /Z p respectively. We fix a finite set Σ of places of k with
We will then be interested in theétale cohomology complex RΓ(O F,Σ , Z p (j)) of the affine scheme Spec(O F,Σ ) with coefficients in theétale p-adic sheaf Z p (j). In general, we shall abbreviate allétale cohomology groups of the form H ń et (Spec(O F,Σ ), . ) to H n (O F,Σ , . ). We also fix a finite set T of places of k that is disjoint from Σ. Then, for each w ∈ T (F ), there is a natural morphism belongs to the category D a (Z p [G]).
Remark 2.5. We recall from [7, Rem. 3.7] that, whenever T is non-empty, the module
Nekovář-Selmer complexes for abelian varieties.
In this section we describe a construction of admissible complexes due to Burns and the first author [11] . Let F/k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. Let A be an abelian variety defined over k. We write A t for the dual abelian variety. For any subfield E of k and each non-archimedean place v of E we obtain a G-module by setting
with u running over all places of F which divide v.
In the sequel, we write ℓ(v) for the residue characteristic of a non-archimedean place v of k. For any prime number ℓ and any abelian group M we write M ∧ ℓ for the pro-ℓ completion of M . Definition 2.6. A 'perfect Selmer structure' for the pair A and F/k is a collection
where v runs over the non-archimedean places v of k, of modules that satisfy the following conditions.
. For each rational prime ℓ we thereby obtain a finite index, cohomologically-trivial,
The above conditions are consistent since if ℓ does not divide the order of G, then any Z ℓ [G]-module is automatically G-cohomologically-trivial.
In the following result we write X Z (A F ) for the integral Selmer group of A over F defined by Mazur and Tate in [25] . We recall that, if the Tate-Shafarevich group X(A F ) of A over F is finite, then X Z (A F ) is a finitely generated G-module and there exists an isomorphism ofẐ[G]-moduleŝ
that is unique up to automorphisms of X Z (A F ) that induce the identity map on both the submodule X Z (A F ) tor = X(A F ) ∨ and quotient module X Z (A F ) tf = Hom Z (A(F ), Z). (HereẐ denotes the profinite completion of Z). We identify the category of finite Z 2 [G]-modules as an abelian subcategory of the category of Z[G]-modules in the obvious way and write Mod * (Z[G]) for the associated quotient category. Proposition 2.8. Assume that X(A F ) is finite. Fix any perfect Selmer structure X for A and F/k and any finite set S of places of k with
Then there exists a 'Nekovář-Selmer complex'
) that induce the identity map in all degrees of cohomology and has all of the following properties.
(i) SC S (A F/k ; X ) is acyclic outside degrees 1, 2 and 3, and there is a canonical identification
that has finite cokernel and a canonical surjective homomorphism
that has finite kernel.
(iii) For a given odd prime ℓ the object (ii) The cohomology group H 1 (SC S (A F/k ; X (ℓ))) is in general a Selmer group in the sense of Mazur and Rubin [22] .
where in the direct sum v runs over the non-archimedean places in S and ∆ S,X is the natural diagonal map. (iv) Any choice of set S as above and of an ordered Q[G]-basis ω • of the space of invariant differentials
defines a perfect Selmer structure X S (ω • ). See [11] for the details of this construction. The Nekovář-Selmer complexes obtained from such perfect Selmer structures play a key role in the formulation of the central conjecture of loc. cit.
2.2.4.
The classical Selmer complex of an abelian variety. In this section we give an aditional construction of admissible complexes due to Burns and the first author [11] . We adopt the notation and setting of the previous section and also fix an odd prime number p. We will assume that A, F/k and p satisfy the following list of hypotheses. In this list we fix an intermediate field K of F/k with the property that G F/K is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. In the sequel, for any non-archimedean place v of a number field we write κ v for its residue field.
(H 1 ) The Tamagawa number of A /K at each place in S bad (A /K ) is not divisible by p; (H 2 ) A /K has good reduction at all p-adic places of K; (H 3 ) For all p-adic places v of K that ramify in F/k, the reduction is ordinary and
We refer the reader to [11, Rem. 6.1] for a further discussion of these hypotheses. We write Y F/k for the module Z, with the product running over all k-embeddings F → k c , endowed with its natural action of G × G k . We write T p (A t ) for the p-adic Tate module of the dual variety A t . Then the p-adic Tate module of the base change of A t through F/k is equal to
where G acts on the first factor and G k acts diagonally.
Definition 2.10. We fix a finite set of non-archimedean places Σ of k with
We define the 'classical p-adic Selmer complex' SC Σ,p (A F/k ) to be the mapping fibre of the following morphism in D(Z p [G]):
.
Here λ is the natural diagonal localisation morphism inétale cohomology and κ is induced by the sum of the local Kummer maps
Remark 2.11. By Lem. 2.5 (and Rem. 2.6) in [11] , the classical p-adic Selmer complex is independent, in a natural sense, of the choice of set of places Σ fixed in Definition 2.10. For this reason, in the sequel we shall usually simply denote it by SC p (A F/k ).
In the following result we write Sel p (A F ) for the classical p-primary Selmer group of A over F . Proposition 2.12. Asume that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H 1 )-(H 5 ) and that X(
) and is acyclic outside degrees one, two and three, with canonical identifications
In particular,
Characteristic elements, Fitting invariants and organising matrices
3.1. Characteristic elements. In this section we follow [10] in order to associate a natural notion of characteristic element to complexes in D a (A). For any field E that contains F and any A-module M , resp. homomorphism of A-
We also use similar abbreviations for complexes, and morphisms of complexes, of A-modules.
3.1.1. Relative K-theory. For any field E as above, we write K 0 (A, A E ) for the relative algebraic K 0 -group of the ring inclusion A ⊂ A E . We recall that this group comprises elements of the form [P 1 , P 2 , θ] where P 1 and P 2 are finitely generated projective Amodules and θ is an isomorphism of A E -modules from P 1,E to P 2,E . We further recall that there exists a canonical exact commutative diagram of abelian groups of the form
Here the homomorphisms ι E , ι ′ E and ι ′′ E are induced by the inclusion A ⊆ A E and are injective (indeed, we shall often regard these maps as inclusions). The homomorphisms
for the 'extended boundary homomorphism' that is defined in [5] and we recall that
where nr AE denotes the homomorphism K 1 (A E ) → Z(A E ) × that is induced by taking reduced norms.
3.1.2. Characteristic elements. In the sequel, for any ring Λ and any (left) Λ-modules M and N we write Is Λ (M, N ) for the set of Λ-module isomorphisms M → N . For each cohomologically-bounded complex of A E -modules X we define the set of 'trivialisations' of X by setting
For each cohomologically-bounded complex of A-modules C and each field E that contains F we will refer to the elements of τ (C E ) as 'E-trivialisations' of C.
In particular, we recall that to each pair (C, t) comprising a complex C in D p (A) and an E-trivialisation t of C one can associate a canonical 'refined' Euler characteristic
(For explicit details of this construction in the relevant special case see the argument given in [10, §4.1]; for details in a more general context see, for example, [5, §2.8].)
We also define a 'characteristic element for C' to be a characteristic element for (C, t) for any choice of field E and of E-trivialisation t of C.
From the lower exact sequence in (3) it is then clear that characteristic elements for (C, t) are unique up to multiplication by elements of nr AE (im(∂ 2 A,E )). For later use we also recall that if A is semi-local (which is automatic if R is a discrete valuation ring), then the natural homomorphism A × → K 1 (A) is surjective. We next note that, as the algebra A is semisimple, for any complex C that satisfies the conditions (ad 2 ) and (ad 3 ) the A-modules H 2 (C) F and H 1 (C) F are isomorphic. In particular, if the homomorphism ∂ −1 A,F is injective (as is the case if R is a discrete valuation ring and A = R[G]), then the upper exact sequence in (3) implies that there exist characteristic elements in Z(A) × for any complex which satisfies the conditions (ad 1 ), (ad 2 ) and (ad 3 ). We next record two properties of characteristic elements that will be useful in the sequel. We refer to [10, §2.3.3] for the proofs of these facts. Lemma 3.2. Let R be a discrete valuation ring and E be any field that contains F . Fix a complex C in D a (A), write e 0 for the idempotent e 0 (C) defined in §2.1.3 and set A 0 := Ae 0 , A E,0 := A E e 0 and C 0 :
In the following result we consider the case that A = R[G] and use the anti-involution ι # of A that is defined in Example 2.2. 
gives an R-trivialisition of the Nekovář-Selmer complexes discussed in Proposition 2.8. Under the relevant hypotheses it also induces, for each isomorphism C ∼ = C p , a C p -trivialisation of the classical p-adic Selmer complex.
Non-commutative higher Fitting invariants.
In this section we briefly review the theory of non-commutative higher Fitting invariants introduced by Burns and Sano in [13] .
The higher Fitting invariants of a matrix.
Definition 3.5. The 'canonical central order' ξ(A) is the R-order in Z(A) that is generated by the elements nr A (M ) as M runs over all matrices in n≥0 M n (A).
For any non-negative integer a the 'a-th (non-commutative) Fitting invariant' of M is defined to be the ideal of ξ(A) obtained by setting
The higher Fitting invariants of a presentation. A 'free presentation' Π of a finitely generated A-module Z is an exact sequence of A-modules of the form
in which the A-modules F 1 and F 2 are finitely generated and free and (without loss of generality) one has rk A F 1 ≥ rk A F 2 . The free presentation Π is said to be quadratic
Th a-th Fitting invariant Fit a A (Π) of Π is defined to be Fit a A (M θ ) for any matrix M θ which represents θ with respect to any choice of A-bases of F 1 and F 2 . We recall that a finitely generated A-module F is said to be locally-free if the localisation F (p) is a free A (p) -module (or equivalently if the completion F p is a free A p -module) for every prime ideal p of R. A 'locally-free presentation' Π of Z is an exact sequence of the form (4) in which the A-modules F 1 and F 2 are only assumed to be finitely generated and locally-free. The locally-free presentation Π is then said to be 'locally-quadratic' if rk A F 1 = rk A F 2 (we recall that the rank of a locally-free A-module is indeed a well-defined invariant). By localising the sequence Π at a prime ideal p of R one obtains a free resolution Π (p) of the A (p) -module Z (p) and one then defines the a-th Fitting invariant of Π to be
where the intersection runs over all prime ideals p of R and takes place in Z(A).
The transpose Π tr of Π is defined to be the exact sequence
and is a locally-free presentation of cok(Hom A (θ, A)). The presentation Π tr is locallyquadratic if and only if Π is locally-quadratic. In the setting of Example 2.2 one has Fit a A (Π tr ) = ι # (Fit a A (Π)) in Z(A).
The total higher Fitting invariants.
In order to associate to the module Z a finer invariant that will be crucial to our approach, we say that a free presentation
of a finitely generated A-module Z ′ is 'finer' that the free presentation Π of Z given by (4) if both rk A (F 1 ) = rk A (F 1, ′ ) and rk A (F 2 ) = rk A (F 2, ′ ) and there exists an isomorphism F 2, ′ ∼ = F 2 which induces a well-defined surjective homomorphism Z ′ → Z.
We define the 'total a-th Fitting invariant' of Π to be Fit a,tot
where in the sum Π ′ runs over all free presentations that are finer than Π. For a locally-free presentation Π we define the total a-th Fitting invariant of Π to be Fit a,tot
We list below some useful properties of this invariant. In this list, we shall say that a locally-free presentation Π ′ of Z ′ is finer than a locally-free presentation Π of Z if for each prime ideal p of R the free presentation Π ′ (p) is finer that the free presentation Π (p) . We also denote by D(A) the 'denominator ideal' that is used by Burns and Sano in [13, §5.5.2] .
and this ideal is an invariant of Z that is independent of Π.
Taking into account the property (F 3 ), for an A-module Z that has a locally-free, locally-quadratic presentation Π we sometimes write FI A (Z) for Fit 0 A (Π). In this situation, one also has
where Fit A (Z) denotes the non-commutative Fitting invariant defined by Nickel in [27] . We note in passing that, through the well-understood relationship between Nickel's Fitting invariant and the notion of refined Euler characteristic one may obtain a first link between non-commutative Fitting invariants and the notion of a characteristic element considered in §3.1.2. The following such result is proved in [10] . Remark 3.7. Let C be a complex that satisfies (ad 1 ), (ad 2 ) and (ad 3 ) and is also such that the A-module H 1 (C) tor has finite projective dimension. Then there is a natural exact triangle
in D(A). Further, in this case the complex C ′ belongs to D a (A) and Lemma 3.6 implies that if Φ is any generator of FI A (H 1 (C) tor ) and L ′ any characteristic element for C ′ , then the product ΦL ′ is a characteristic element for C. This observation allows one to extend the main algebraic results proved in this article to a larger class of complexes, although we shall not explicitly state such generalisations.
3.3.
A construction of organising matrices. If C is an object of D a (Z p [G]) then Burns and the first author associate in [10, Thm. 3.1] a family of 'weakly-organising matrices' to C; an additional specification of data then also leads via Theorem 3.11 in loc. cit. to a more restrictive family of 'organising matrices' associated to C. Let us recall that the original motivation of this theory lies in the construction by Mazur and Rubin of 'organising modules' in the (commutative) Iwasawa theory of elliptic curves (see [23] ). In this section we give a generalisation of the construction of such matrices that will play a key role in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below. We only discuss the properties of our organising matrices that will be of subsequent use in this article.
3.3.1. Statement of the main results. Throughout this section we assume that R is a discrete valuation ring. As a natural generalisation of admissible complexes, we assume to be given a complex D of A-modules of the form
in which the first term is placed in degree zero and each module is finitely generated and free of rank a, d and d − a(≥ 0) respectively. We assume further that D is acyclic outside degrees one and two. We also fix data of the following form:
Proposition 3.8. Assume that R is a discrete valuation ring and fix a complex of A-modules D and elements z and φ • as above. We also fix any
is the matrix of δ 1 with respect to the chosen bases of
. Then for any characteristic element L of D, the element
Before proving Proposition 3.8, we state a direct consequence of this result.
Corollary 3.9. For any characteristic element L of D, the element (6) belongs to
where I a is the identity a × a matrix, 0 is the trivial (d − a) × a matrix and Π denotes the canonical free presentation
Proof. Since claim (i) of Proposition 3.8 implies that Φ coincides with
in all but the first a columns, one has
We next consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
the left-hand side square commutes by Proposition 3.8(i) and the surjective map ǫ is defined by the commutativity of the right-hand side square. We write Π ′ for the free presentation of the A-module cok(Φ) that is given by the top row of this diagram. In particular, the presentation Π ′ is finer than the presentation Π. It follows that
The inclusions (7) and (8) (6). If in addition D satisfies the condition (ad 4 ) then one may fix a representative of D of the form (5) for which D 0 = 0, so that a = 0 and the term nr A (Λ) may be taken to be equal to 1 in (6) . One thus sees that Corollary 3.9 generalises the result [10, Cor 3.3(iii)] to a larger class of complexes.
3.3.2. The proof of Proposition 3.8. The differential δ 0 is injective and, since the groups e 0 (H 2 (D) F ) and e 0 (H 1 (D) F ) both vanish, there exists a direct sum decomposition e 0 D 1 F = V 1 1 ⊕V 1 2 so that the maps e 0 δ 0 F and e 0 δ 1 F give isomorphisms e 0 D 0
and V 1 2 ∼ = e 0 D 2 F respectively. We can therefore fix an isomorphism of A E -modules (9) ι :
E whose restriction coincides with the scalar extension of the isomorphism
given by (e 0 δ 0 F , (e 0 δ 1 F ) −1 ). We now assume to be given t in Is AE (H 2 (D) E , H 1 (D) E ) and a characteristic element L for the pair (D, t). Then the same argument used to prove [10, Thm. 3.1(iv)] (under the simplifying assumption that D is acyclic in degree 3) implies that there is u L ∈ nr A (A × ) with the property that (10) e 0 L = nr AE (ι −1 )u L .
We next apply the functor Hom A (−, A) to the tautological short exact sequences
In particular, since the groups Ext j A (D i , A) vanish for each j ≥ 1 and each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we obtain an exact sequence
We define φ to be the element of Hom
is our fixed basis of D 0 , and consider the homomorphism D 1 → D 0 ⊕ D 2 that is given by the direct sum φ ⊕ δ 1 . Now, by explicitly comparing this map to the isomorphism ι defined in (9) one computes that on e 0 D 0
We set λ ij := (φ j • δ 0 )(b 0 i ). For any fixed choice of bases {b 1 i } and {b 2 i } of D 1 and D 2 respectively we write ∆ 1 for the matrix of δ 1 and Φ for the matrix of φ ⊕ δ 1 , as computed with respect to these choices and {b 0 i }. Claim (i) is then trivially satisfied. We next note that cok(φ ⊕ δ 1 ) surjects canonically onto H 2 (D) = cok(δ 1 ). In particular, for any primitive central idempotent e of A one has that e(Φ) is invertible over Ae only if e = ee 0 , so we deduce that nr A (Φ) = e 0 nr A (Φ). Combining this equality with (10), (11) and (12) we finally find that
Here each reduced norm is computed with respect to our fixed bases. This equality completes the proof.
Non-abelian higher special elements
In this section we use the theory of non-commutative exterior powers to introduce our notion of a 'non-abelian higher special element'. We also establish its basic rationality properties. 
. We next note that Hom S (M, S) has a natural structure as a left S op -module, that V * is a simple left S op L -module and that its dual V * * is canonically isomorphic to V . One thus has r S op
and, for any subset {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ r } of Hom S (M, S) we set
Hom S (M, S).
Returning now to the setting of the rest of this article, the ring A = A F is semisimple, as it is a direct factor of F [G]. It therefore decomposes as a direct sum of simple Artinian rings S 1 , . . . , S k . Using a fixed choice L of splitting field of A to construct reduced exterior powers over each of the rings S 1 , . . . , S k , one may for any A-module M and any non-negative integer r set
We note that 
We record certain properties of this construction that will be useful in the sequel. In the case s = r, the pairing (15) is non-degenerate and one has
In particular this value is independent of the choices involved in the definitions (13) and (14) . Now let W denote a free A-module of rank r. In this case, for any A-basis b 1 , . . . , b r of W and each ϕ ∈ End A (W ), one deduces from (16) an equality
We finally note that, for any field extension E of F , there is a natural scalar extension (diagonal) embedding 
4.2.
Definitions. In this section we first construct the necessary idempotents and then finally define our non-abelian higher special elements.
Definition 4.1. Fix an object C of D a (A). For any non-negative integer a we define a central idempotent e a = e C,a of A to be the sum of all primitive central idempotents e of A with the property that the free Ae-module eH 2 (C) F has rank a. We also set e (a) = e C,(a) := b≥a e b .
We fix an object C of D a (A) as well as a surjective homomorphism of A-modules (18) π :
Definition 4.2. We define a central idempotent e π of A as the sum of all primitive central idempotents e of A for which e(ker(π) F ) vanishes.
The isomorphism e π · π F : e π H 2 (C) F → e π Y π,F then induces, for each non-negative integer a, a canonical isomorphism of Z(Ae π )modules
For a given E-trivialisation t ∈ τ (C E ) of C, its inverse t −1 induces, together with the map (e π · π F ) (a) , a composite isomorphism t a π of Z(A E e π )-modules
for each non-negative integer a. Let L be a characteristic element for the pair (C, t) and π be any surjective homomorphism as in (18) . Let X be a finite ordered subset of Y π of cardinality a ≥ 0. The 'non-abelian higher special element' associated to the data (C, t, L, π, X ) is η X := (t a π ) −1 (e π · e C,a · L · ∧ x∈X x) ∈ (e π · e C,a )( a AE H 1 (C) E ).
4.3.
Rationality of non-abelian higher special elements. Before studying the finer integrality properties of non-abelian higher special elements we must establish that they live in rational non-commutative exterior powers. 
Proof. We set η := η X . It is enough to prove, for each primitive central idempotent e of A, that e(η) ∈ (e · e π · e C,a ) a A H 1 (C) F . If e · e π · e C,a = 0 then e(η) = 0 and this containment is clear. So we henceforth assume that e · e π · e C,a = 0, so that e · e π · e C,a = e, e(ker(π) F ) vanishes and
It is enough to prove that e(η) belongs to e a A H 1 (C) F . In addition, the Ae-module eY π,F is free of rank a (since so is eH 2 (C) F ) and, if the set {e · x : x ∈ X } is not a basis for this module, then (16) implies that e · ∧ x∈X x = 0 in e a A Y π,F . In this case also e(η) = 0 and the required containment is clear. We thus assume henceforth that {e · x : x ∈ X } is an A E e-basis of eY π,E . Now, the A-modules H 1 (C) F and H 2 (C) F are (non-canonically) isomorphic, so we may and will fix an isomorphism t ′ :
After enlarging E if necessary, we may assume that the reduced norm map nr AE e : K 1 (A E e) → Z(A E e) × is bijective, and this implies that ker(δ Ae,E ) = Z(Ae) × . Since
we thus deduce that e · L · nr AE e (e · t • e · t ′ E ) ∈ Z(Ae) × . It follows that the element
belongs to e a A H 1 (C) F . Since (19) combines with (17) to imply that the last displayed expression is equal to e(η), this containment completes the proof.
The main algebraic result
In this section we state our main algebraic result under the specification A := R[G]. We recall that D(R[G]) denotes the 'denominator ideal' that is used by Burns and Sano in [13, §5.5.2]. The statement of our result will require data of the following type:
The proof of this result will be given in §5.3 below.
Theorem 5.1. The R[G] ′ -module H 2 (C) ′ admits a locally-free, locally-quadratic presentation Π. For any data as above one has
) which, as an strenghthening of condition (ad 2 ), satisfies the condition that the Euler characteristic of C in the Grothendiek group K 0 (R[G]) vanishes. Then one may take the presentation Π to be free (quadratic) rather than just locally-free.
As explained in Example 2.2, R[G]
is Gorenstein with respect to the anti-involution ι # that satisfies ι # (g) = g −1 for all g in G, and therefore the group Ext 2 R[G] (M, R[G]) vanishes for any finitely generated R[G]-module M .
As an immediate consequence one thus obtains the following simplification of Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.2. Fix (C, t, L, π). Fix any non-negative integer a for which the F [G]module F ⊗ R H 2 (C) contains a free submodule of rank a. Then for any subset X of Y π of cardinality a, any a-tuple of homomorphisms
The following additional consequence of Theorem 5.1 will also, in the sequel, lead to relatively simpler statements in our arithmetic applications. Corollary 5.3. In the notation and setting of Theorem 5.1, and for any
Proof. We set M := H 2 (C) ′ . To deduce the claimed result from Theorem 5.1, it is then enough to show that y 2 annihilates Ext 2
. To do this we use the existence of a convergent first quadrant cohomological spectral sequence
In particular, since the long exact sequence of low degree terms of this spectral sequence gives an exact sequence of R[G]-modules
, we find that it is enough to show that the element y annihilates both
Then by applying the exact functor Ext • R[G] (−, R[G] ′ ) to this sequence one obtains a surjective homomorphism
. In addition, since as explained in Example 2.2, R[G] is Gorenstein with respect to the anti-involution ι # that satisfies ι # (g) = g −1 for all g in G, by applying the exact functor Ext • R[G] (M, −) to the above sequence one finds that there is a natural isomorphism
. To complete the proof it is thus enough to note that the left hand modules in both of the last two displays are annihilated by y since the definition of R[G] † implies immediately that y · R[G] † = 0.
Reduction results.
In order to prove Theorem 5.1 in the next section, we begin by making the following helpful reductions.
Lemma 5.4. It is enough to prove Theorem 5.1 in the case that R is a discrete valuation ring.
Proof. This is clear from the definition of a locally-free presentation, and of the associated higher Fitting invariants, in terms of the localised rings R (p) [G] as p ranges over the prime ideals of R.
Lemma 5.5. Assume that R is a discrete valuation ring. Then it is enough to prove Theorem 5.1 in the case that the image of X in Y ′ π,F generates a free R[G] ′ -module of rank a.
Proof. Let p denote the residue characteristic of R. We set e π,a := e π · e C,a . We label the elements of X as {x i } 1≤i≤a and fix an ordered subset Y := {y i } 1≤i≤a of Y π , of cardinality a, that generates a free R[G] ′ -submodule of rank a of Y ′ π,F . By the argument of [14, Lem. 3.16] , for any large enough integer N the set
We next define an R-sublattice
We note that, for any large enough choice of N , one has
where the first inclusion holds because (Y ′ π ) tor is finite and the second inclusion follows from (23) below. It is now enough to prove that, for any large enough choice of N and any free, quadratic R[G] ′ -presentation Π of H 2 (C) ′ one has p N · L ′′ ⊆ Fit a R[G] ′ (Π), and this would follow from the fact that Fit a R[G] ′ (Π) ∩ Z(F [G]e π,a ) has finite index in Z(F [G]e π,a ). It is thus enough to prove that e π,a · (F ⊗ R Fit a R[G] ′ (Π)) = Z(F [G]e π,a ) and this is what we proceed to do. The presentation Π is of the form
and induces a free presentation of F [G]e π,a -modules
It is enough to prove that, for some matrix B ∈ M d (F [G]e π,a ) that coincides with M eπ,a·θF in all but a columns, the reduced norm of B is a unit in Z(F [G]e π,a ). Here M eπ,a·θF ∈ M d (F [G]e π,a ) denotes the matrix of e π,a · θ F with respect to any choice of F [G]e π,a -bases.
But the F [G]e π,a -module e π,a ·H 2 (C) F is free of rank a. Fixing a section to ̟ induces a direct sum decomposition (F [G]e π,a ) d = im(e π,a · θ F ) ⊕ e π,a · H 2 (C) F where im(e π,a · θ F ) is free of rank d − a. It is now clear that one may find bases with respect to which M eπ,a·θF is a block matrix of the form
The identity matrix in M d (F [G]e π,a ) therefore coincides with such a choice M eπ,a·θF in all but the last a columns, and is thus a valid choice of matrix B. This fact completes the proof.
5.3.
The proof of Theorem 5.1. In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. In view of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, in the rest of this proof we may and will assume that R is a discrete valuation ring and that the image of X in Y ′ π,F generates a free R[G] ′ -module X of rank a. We consider the object
We also fix any injective homomorphism ι 1 : X → H 1 (C ′ ). Since R is a discrete valuation ring and C is an admissible complex of R[G]-modules, a standard argument in homological algebra implies that one may fix a representative of C of the form F 1 ∂ → F 2 , where F 1 and F 2 are finitely generated free R[G]-modules of the same rank and F 1 is placed in degree one. We fix any such choice of explicit representative for C and associate to it an explicit complex
Here the first term is placed in degree zero, ∂ ′ = e (a) ∂ and, by abuse of notation, ι 1 is the composition
By [14, Lem. 3.22] , modifying our given a-tuple of homomorphisms ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ a by setting ϕ ′ j := e (a) ϕ j gives a well-defined a-tuple of homomorphisms in
. After setting X = {x 1 , . . . , x a } one then computes
This computation uses the equalities (16) and (17) as well as the linearity of the duality pairing (15) .
We may now apply Corollary 3.9 to the complex of R[G] ′ -modules D, the a-tuple of homomorphisms ϕ ′ 1 , . . . , ϕ ′ a , the element z of
) and the characteristic element L D for D provided by Lemma 5.7 below. In order to do so, we fix R[G]-bases b 1
• and b 2 • of F 1 and F 2 respectively, write ∆ for the matrix of ∂ as computed with respect to these bases and write Γ for the matrix of ι 2 : X → F 2, ′ as computed with respect to X and e (a) · b 2
• . These results then combine with (21) to imply that there exists a canonical free pre-
We next construct the free quadratic presentation Π of H 2 (C) ′ that is claimed to exist in Theorem 5.1. We define
). If we then define a map
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is now completed upon combining (22) with the following result.
Lemma 5.6. For any free presentation
) by the given property (F 2 ) of Fitting invariants. Since, by choice of ι 2 , the surjective map π induces a surjection
To conclude the proof, it is thus enough to note that e (a) ), the tautological exact sequence
The required inclusion then follows from the fact the first term in this sequence is annihilated by R[G] ∩ R[G] ′ and the fact that any element in the kernel of the induced map
is contained in the image of this first term.
We finally prove the intermediate result that was used in the course of the proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof. It is easy to see that there is a canonical exact triangle in D p (R[G] ′ ) of the form
in which H 1 (ι) = ι 1 and H 2 (ι) = ι 2 . Since t −1 induces an isomorphism of E[G]-modules between e a H 1 (C) E = e a ι 1 (X) E and e a H 2 (C) E = e a ι 2 (X) E we can fix a commutative diagram of E[G] ′ -modules
where the maps t 1 , t 2 and t 3 are bijective and satisfy
We consider the object
. Then, since the definition of e a = e a,C implies that, in the notation of §2.1.3, it is equal to e 0 (D) = e D,0 , Lemma 3.2 implies that it is enough to prove that
in K 0 (R[G]e a , E[G]e a ). Since one has
, the required equality (25) now follows from the following explicit computation that uses (24):
Class groups and refined Stark conjectures
In this section we adopt the notation and setting of §2.2.1 and use Theorem 5.1 to formulate a general 'refined Stark conjecture' concerning the annihilation of class groups of global fields by non-abelian higher special elements. We then provide evidence for our conjecture in important cases and also for a p-adic variant in the case of CM extensions of number fields.
6.1. Non-abelian higher Stickelberger elements. We note that L a S,T (z) = e a · ψ∈Ir(G)
so this function is holomorphic at z = 0, where it evaluates to an element of e a Z(C[G]) × .
We recall that the Dirichlet regulator R F,S defines an
Definition 6.1. For every non-negative integer a we define the '(non-abelian) a-th Stickelberger lattice' for F/k, S and T to be
We note in passing that it is easy to use the arguments of Lemma 4.4 to show that Sti a F/k,S,T ⊆ e a Z(Q[G]) for every a, S and T whenever Stark's conjecture holds for F/k.
CM number fields.
In this section we assume that k is a totally real number fields and F is a Galois CM extension of k. In this setting we may also define p-adic analogues of the general Stickelberger lattice. We write τ for the complex conjugation in G and for each Z[G]-module M use τ to define the plus and minus parts M + and M − of M and also set e ± := (1 ± τ )/2. We fix an odd prime number p and an isomorphism C → C p and use it to identify Ir(G) with the set of irreducible C p -valued characters of G. We also use notation of the form Ir(G) ± and Ir(G) ± S,a for subsets of even/odd characters. For each place w of F , Gross [18, §1] defines a a local p-adic absolute value || · || w,p : F × w → Z × p so that it commutes with the natural reciprocity map of local class field theory and the p-adic cyclotomic character. We fix a non-empty finite set Σ of places of k which contains
Let T be a finite set of places of k disjoint from Σ for which the Z p -module O × F,Σ,T,p is torsion-free. We write
We then follow [4] in considering the subset Ir(G) ss of Ir(G) − comprising characters for which R p F,Σ induces an injective map on the corresponding Wedderburn component. (It is conjectured by Gross that Ir(G) ss = Ir(G) − ). We obtain an idempotent of Z(Q p [G]) by setting e ss := ψ∈Ir(G) ss e ψ . One then also obtains an isomorphism of
For each ψ in Ir(G) + we write L p,Σ,T (ψ, z) for the Σ-truncated T -modified Deligne-Ribet p-adic Artin L-series of ψ (as discussed by Greenberg in [17] ). We also write ω k for the Teichmuller character G k → Z × p . For any non-negative integer a we define a Z(C p [G])-valued function of C p by setting We note that L a,ss p,Σ,T (z) = e F,Σ,a · ψ∈Ir(G) ss
It is known that each function L p,Σ,T (ψω k , z) has order of vanishing at z = 0 greater than or equal to r Σ (ψ) (see [4, Thm. 3 .1]) with equality if and only if ψ belongs to Ir(G) ss . This function is thus p-adic holomorphic at z = 0, where it evaluates to an element of (e F,Σ,a · e ss )Z(Q p [G]) × . Remark 6.2. We emphasise that Gross ([18] ) has conjectured that Ir(G) ss = Ir(G) − . See [4] for a more extensive discussion of this conjecture and its implications. 
Conjectures and results. In this section we formulate a general refined Stark conjecture and also discuss some results in support of our conjecture. 6.2.1. The general case. We first state our conjecture concerning non-abelian higher Stickelberger lattices for general Galois extensions of global fields F/k. We fix S and T as in §6.1.1. For any v ∈ S we write G v for the decomposition subgroup in G of any place of F above v and N v for the normal closure of G v in G. For any subset I of S we write N I for the normal subgroup of G that is generated by the subgroups N v for v in I. We set Tr H := h∈H h ∈ Z[G] for each subgroup H of G and also Tr I := Tr NI for any subset I of S. We recall that D(Z[G]) denotes the 'denominator ideal' that is used by Burns and Sano in [13, §5.5.2]. Our general refined Stark conjecture is then the following. (ii) If, following the work of Rubin, one assumes that exactly a places of S split completely in F/k and lets I denote the set comprising these places, then Tr I = 1 so Conjecture 6.4 predicts that, for any v ∈ S \ I,
). Remark 6.6. Conjecture 6.4 constitutes a strong refinement of the existing theory of (higher-order) refined Stark conjectures, and in particular of the (mostly conjectural) theory of annihilation of class groups by higher derivatives of Artin L-functions. To be more precise, we note that the conjecture [9, Conj. 4.3(iii)] recently formulated by Burns and Livingstone Boomla already recovered and extended all other such statements previously studied in the theory. In particular, neither Conj. 4.3(iii) in loc. cit. nor Conjecture 6.4 is restricted to the case where a places split completely in F/k or to the case where a is the minimal value of the order of vanishing r s (ψ) as ψ ranges over Ir(G). We refer the reader to loc. cit. (and also to [8] ) for a more extensive discussion of the relation between these conjectures and the previously existing theory. However, even Conj. 4.3(iii) in loc. cit. corresponds to predicting that certain specific, distinguished elements of the lattice Sti a F/k,S,T should satisfy the claim of Conjecture 6.4. Remark 6.7. It is certainly possible to use our approach to formulate a conjecture in the 'boundary case' a = |S|, as considered in [9, Conj. 4.5] , that refines the prediction of loc. cit. In addition, in the case a < |S|, it is straightforward to use our approach to formulate a refinement of Conj. 4.3(ii) of loc. cit. concerning the existence of locally-free, locally-quadratic free presentations of integral Selmer groups for G m and their non-commutative higher Fitting invariants. For brevity we leave the precise statements of both such conjectures to an interested reader.
Our main evidence for Conjecture 6.4 is provided by the following results. Theorem 6.8. If the 'leading term conjecture' LTC(F/k) of [3, §6.1] is valid for F/k, then so is Conjecture 6.4.
Since the leading term conjecture has been proved by Burns in the case of global function fields, we immediately obtain the following unconditional result. Corollary 6.9. If k is a global function field then Conjecture 6.4 is valid. Remark 6.10. If F/k is an extension of number fields, then the leading term conjecture LTC(F/k) formulated by Burns is equivalent to the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for the pair (h 0 (Spec(F )), Z[G]) as well as to the conjecture on (non-abelian) zeta elements formulated by Burns and Sano [13] . In particular, Theorem 6.8 clearly refines the main annihilation results proved in §9 of loc. cit. 6.2.2. CM number fields. We now restrict our attention to the special case considered in §6.1.2. We fix a CM extension F/k of number fields and an odd prime number p. We write µ p (F ) for the p-adic, Iwasawa-theoretic µ-invariant of the cyclotomic Z pextension F ∞ of F . We recall that Iwasawa has conjectured that µ p (F ) should always vanish. We fix sets Σ and T as in §6.1.2 and also, for any subset I of Σ, use the notation Tr I introduced in §6.2.1. 
Remarks 6.12.
(i) In [19] Johnston and Nickel identify families of extensions for which one may prove the main conjecture of non-commutative p-adic Iwasawa theory for F ∞ /k without assuming either of the hypotheses of Theorem 6.11. In all such cases, our methods also imply that the claim of Theorem 6.11 is valid.
(ii) Theorem 6.11 refines the result [13, Conj. 16.1(d)] of Burns and Sano. 6.3. The proof of Theorem 6.8. In this section we prove Theorem 6.8. At the outset we fix a, I and v as in the statement of this result. We also set H := N I , so that Tr I = Tr H , as well as E := F H and Γ := G/H ∼ = G E/k . We denote by q the canonical projection C[G] → C[Γ] and by ρ the canonical composite homomorphism
, where the first arrow is the restriction map and the second arrow is induced by q. 
Here the second equality holds because q(L a F,S,T (0)) = L a E,S,T (0) and because of the commutativity of the diagram . In the sequel we set C E,S,T := RΓ c,T ((O E,S ) W , Z). We also recall that R * E,S is obtained as the composite isomorphism
Here the first arrow is the scalar extension of the inverse of the canonical isomorphism X * E,S ∼ = Y E,S /∆ S (Z), the second arrow is the dual of R E,S and the third arrow is the inverse of the scalar extension of the canonical map occurring in the short exact sequence (2) . We assume henceforth that L * E,S,T (0) # is a characteristic element for the pair (C E,S,T , (R * E,S ) −1 ). We also note that it is clear that e E,S,a is equal to the idempotent e CE,S,T ,a , as constructed in Definition 4.1. With a view to deriving the containment (27) from Corollary 5.2, we next note that the Q[Γ]-module H 2 (C E,S,T ) Q contains a free submodule of rank a. Indeed, since each place in I splits completely in E/k and |S| ≥ a + 1, one easily sees that (X E,S ) Q contains a free submodule of rank a, and it then follows that so does We claim that, in the notation of Definition 4.2, one has e π · e E,S,a = e E,S,a .
Indeed, for the exact same reason as above, the Q[Γ]-module S S(I,v),T (G m /E) Q contains a free submodule of rank a. It thus follows that, for any ψ ∈ Ir(Γ) S,a , one has aψ(1) = r S (ψ) ≥ r S(I,v) (ψ) ≥ aψ(1).
These inequalities must hence be equalities and therefore one has e π · e ψ = 0 for any ψ ∈ Ir(Γ) S,a , which in turn implies the claimed equality. We now fix ϕ • ⊂ (O × E,S,T ) * as well as a pre-image φ j ∈ S S,T (G m /E) of each ϕ j under the canonical (surjective) map occurring in the short exact sequence (2) and then set
Then the higher special element η X associated to our fixed data is equal to
. Corollary 5.2 therefore implies that, for any given
It finally follows that any element of
belongs to Ann Z[Γ] (Cl T S(I,v),T (E)), as was stated in (27) . This completes the proof of Theorem 6.8.
6.4. The proof of Theorem 6.11. For fixed sets Σ and T as in the statement of Theorem 6.11, the complex Given this fact, Theorem 6.11 is now proved by applying the exact same strategy as in the proof of Theorem 6.8 after replacing the use of the leading term conjecture of [3, §6.1] with the above statement. For brevity we omit the details.
Higher K-groups
In this section we adopt the notation and setting of §2.2.2 and use Theorem 5.1 to study the annihilation of higher Quillen K-groups by non-abelian special elements related to the values at negative integers of higher derivatives of Artin L-functions. Throughout this section we fix a finite Galois extension of number fields F/k with Galois group G as well as an odd prime number p. We also fix a finite set Σ of places of k with S ∞ (k) ∪ S ram (F/k) ∪ S p (k) ⊆ Σ. For a non-negative integer n and a ring R we write K n (R) for the Quillen K-theory of R. In the case R = O F,S with S any finite set of places k containing S ∞ (k), or in the case R = F , the groups K n (R) are endowed with a natural action of G. For every positive integer r > 1 and any such set S the inclusion O F,S ⊆ F induces an isomorphism of Z[G]-modules
Moreover, if S ′ is a second finite set of places of k containing S, there is a short exact sequence of Z[G]-modules
This sequence remains left-exact in the case r = 1.
In addition, for any positive integer r > 1 and i ∈ {1, 2}, Soulé [32] has constructed a canonical G-equivariant p-adic Chern class map ch r,i :
The Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture states that each of these maps is an isomorphism. This conjecture was shown by Suslin to follow as a consequence of the conjecture of Bloch and Kato relating Milnor K-theory toétal cohomology. More recently, by building on fundamental work of Rost and Voevodsky, Weibel [35] has completed the proof of the conjecture of Bloch and Kato and thus also of the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture.
7.1. Construction of the trivialisation. In this section we fix a negative integer j and, for any finite set T of places of k that is disjoint from Σ and for which the module [7] in order to associate a natural trivialisation to the complex C F,Σ,T (j) considered in Proposition 2.4. We recall from Remark 2.5 that this condition on the module H 1 j) ) is widely satisfied, and in particular holds whenever T is non-empty. To begin this construction, for each integer m we obtain a Z p -basis {w(m)} w∈S m
by first setting ξ := (e 2πi/p n ) n ∈ H 0 (C, Z p (1)) and then also putting w(m)
We also set
By taking the G R -invariant part of this isomorphism, we therefore obtain a canonical isomorphism of R[G]-modules
then, if for each place w in S ∞ (F ) we write ι w : F ֒→ C for the corresponding embedding, we obtain an isomorphism of Z p [G]-modules
For r > 1 we finally recall the existence of the canonical Borel regulator isomorphism [2] has proved that, up to a factor of 2, b r coincides with Beilinson's regulator. The validity of the Quillen-Lichtembaum conjecture (and in fact, earlier work of Soulé) implies that the module H 2 (O F,Σ , Z p (1 − j)) is finite. The same is thus true of the module H 2 T (O F,Σ , Z p (1 − j)). We may thus obtain a C p -trivialisation of the complex C F,Σ,T (j) as the inverse of the map λ(j) defined by following composition:
Here the first arrow is induced by ch −1 1−j,1 , the second arrow is induced by (−1) times b 1−j and the third arrow is induced by the canonical isomorphism (30) . Assuming the validity of Schneider's conjecture, it is then straightforward to use the map b r ; the map ch −1 r,1 ; Artin-Verdier duality; the Bloch-Kato exponential maps for Q p (r) over each field F w as w ranges over S p (F ); and the canonical isomorphisms (29) and (30) , in order to construct a natural C p -trivialisation of the complexC F,Σ,T (r).
7.2.
Statement of the main result. We again fix a negative integer j and a finite set T of places of k that is disjoint from Σ and for which the module H 1
) is Z p -torsion-free. We recall from Remark 2.5 that this condition is satisfied whenever T is non-empty. For any non-negative integer a we set
We then write e(j) a for the central idempotent in and y ∈ (Z p [G] ∩ Z p [G]e(j) (a) ) as well as ordered a-tuples x • ⊂ (Y F (−j)) and
Then the product j) ). Remarks 7.2.
(i) One may also use Corollary 5.3 to predict, for every nonnegative integer a, the existence of a free, quadratic presentation Π of the j) ) with the property that each element of the form
Zp[G]e(j) (a) (Π). Such predictions would constitute a generalisation and refinement of the prediction given in [7, Conj 3.6] (for a negative integer j).
(ii) We let s denote the number of real places of k which lie below a real place of F . We then define a non-negative integer r j by setting
Then for any a ≤ r j one has e(j) (a) = 1 and in particular may thus take y = 1 in the product (31) , and also let α be any element of D(Z p [G]).
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.1, we obtain the following. Proof. We first note that j) ). The relevant claims then follow from the bijectivity of the p-adic Chern class map ch 1−j,2 predicted by the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture, and from the exactness of the sequence (28) for r = −j, S = S ∞ (k) and S ′ = Σ. Remark 7.4. It is possible to show that our construction of (conjectural) annihilators for the module K −2j (O F,Σ ) p recovers that of Nickel in [28] .
Selmer and Tate-Shafarevich groups and refined BSD conjectures
In this section we extend the result [11, Thm. 8.1] of Burns and the first author, concerning the Galois structure of Selmer and Tate-Shafarevich groups of abelian varieties, from the abelian to the general setting. Let F/k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. We set n := [k : Q]. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension d defined over k. We write A t for the dual abelian variety and in general use the notation introduced in §2.2.3 and in §2.2.4. We recall that Burns and the first author have recently formulated a general 'refined conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer type' [11, Conj. 3.3] , and that this conjecture decomposes naturally into p-primary components for each rational prime p. In the sequel we fix an odd prime number p and follow loc. cit. in referring to the p-primary component of this conjecture as BSD p (A F/k )(iv). See Lemma 3.11 in loc. cit. for a precise statement of the conjecture BSD p (A F/k )(iv).
Throughout this section we give ourselves a fixed odd prime p and an isomorphism of fields C ∼ = C p (that we will use to make certain implicit identifications but usually avoid mentioning explicitly). We recall that the Néron-Tate height pairing for A over F combines with this isomorphism to induce a canonical isomorphism of C p [G]-modules
The formulation of the conjecture BSD p (A F/k )(iv) relies on fixing a finite set S of places of k as well as a basis ω • of global differentials. Its validity, however, is independent of these choices (see [11, Rem. 3.9(i)]). We thus fix a finite set S of places of k with
We also fix an ordered k-basis {ω ′ j : j ∈ [d]} of H 0 (A t , Ω 1 A t ) and we use this basis to define an explicit, classical period Ω [11, (33) ]. We also denote by w F/k the 'root number' defined in [11, (34) ].
8.1. Statement of the main result. In order to state the main result of this section we need to introduce some preliminary notation. 8.1.1. Logarithmic resolvents. We then set F p := w|p F w and for each index j we then write log ω ′ j := w|p log Fw ,ω ′ j for the formal logarithm of A t over F p that is defined with respect to ω ′ j . We also fix an ordering of the set Σ(k) of embeddings k → C. We write C p [G] nd for the direct sum of nd copies of C p [G] and fix a bijection between the standard basis of this module and the lexicographically-ordered direct product {1, . . . , d} × Σ(k). Then for any ordered subset We always assume that this function has an analytic continuation to z = 1, where it has a zero of order equal to the multiplicity r(A, ψ) with which the character ψ occurs in the representation C · A t (F ) of G, as is conjectured by Deligne and Gross (cf. [29, p. 127] ). For each non-archimedean place v of k that does not ramify in F/k and at which A has good reduction we define an element of Z(Q[G]) by setting
Here Φ v ∈ G denotes the Frobenius automorphism of (a fixed place of F above) v while Nv denotes its absolute norm and a v is the integer 1 + Nv − |Ã(κ v )| whereÃ is the reduction of A to the residue field κ v of v. 
belongs to Z p [G] and annihilates X(A t F )[p ∞ ]. Remark 8.1. Denote by X the Z p [G]-module generated by x • and consider the T -modified Nekovář-Selmer complex C S,X,T ∈ D a (Z p [G]) that is constructed in [11, Lem. 8.12 (ii) ]. Then our methods will show that the Z p [G]e (a) -module Z p [G]e (a) ⊗ Zp[G] H 2 (C S,X,T ) admits a free, quadratic presentation Π with the property that, if BSD p (A F/k )(iv) is valid, then the product (32), with the term α omitted, belongs to Fit a Zp[G]e (a) (Π). We remark on several ways in which Theorem 8.1 either simplifies or becomes more explicit.
Remark 8.2. If A(F ) does not contain an element of order p, then our methods will show that the prediction in Theorem 8.1 should remain true if the term v∈T P v (A F/k , 1) # is omitted from the product (32). Remark 8.3. In special cases one can either show, or is led to predict, that the idempotent e (a) belongs to Z p [G] and hence that the term α · nr Qp[G]e (a) (y) 2a in the product (32) can be taken to be any element of D(Z p [G]e (a) ). This is, for example, the case if a = 0, since each function L(A, ψ, z) is holomorphic at z = 1 and thus e (0) = 1. This situation can also arises naturally in cases with a > 0, such as the following. (i) If F is a ring class field of an imaginary quadratic field K and suitable hypotheses are satisfied by an elliptic curve A/Q and the extension F/Q, then the existence of a Heegner point in A(F ) with non-zero trace to A(K) combines with the theorem of Gross and Zagier to imply that e (1) = 1 (with k = Q).
(ii) As a generalization of (i), if F is a generalized dihedral extension of k, K is the unique quadratic extension of k inside F , all p-adic places split completely in K/k and the rank of A(K) is odd, then the result of Mazur and Rubin in [24, Th. B] (combined with the conjecture of Deligne and Gross [29] ) predicts that
where τ is any lift to G of the generator of G K/k . Remark 8.4. Under suitable additional hypotheses it is also possible to obtain more explicit versions of the containments predicted by Theorem 8.1. To describe an example, assume that neither A(F ) nor A t (F ) has a point of order p, that p is unramified in k, that all p-adic places of k are at most tamely ramified in F and that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H 1 )-(H 5 ) that are listed in §2.2.4. Then, after taking account of the equality in [11, Rem. 6.6] , the argument that is used to prove Theorem 8.1 can be directly applied to the classical Selmer complex SC p (A F/k ) rather than to the Nekovář-Selmer complex associated to S and to our choice of semi-local points x • . In any such situations, one finds that the Z p [G]e (a) -module Z p [G]e (a) ⊗ Zp[G] Sel p (A F ) ∨ admits a free, quadratic presentation Π Sel , and that BSD p (A F/k )(iv) predicts that for any given non-negative integer a and any data as in Theorem 8.1, the product (33) nr Qp[G]e (a) (y) 2a · L (a)
should belong to Fit a Zp[G]e (a) (Π Sel ), and then also to Ann Zp[G] (X(A t F )[p ∞ ]) after multiplication by any element α in (Z p [G] ∩ Z p [G]e (a) ) · D(Z p [G]e (a) ).
Here L (a) Sram (A F/k , 1) is as defined above but with each L-function truncated only at the set of non-archimedean places S ram (F/k) which ramify in F/k rather than at all places in S (as in the expression (32) ). In addition, τ * (F/k) is the (modified) global Galois-Gauss sum of F/k defined in [11, §4.2.1], we have used the notation S p,ram := S p (k) ∩ S ram (F/k) and, for each v in this intersection, we have also set
Here Nv denotes the absolute norm of v, I v is the inertia subgroup of v in G and V ψ is any fixed complex representation of G of character ψ. This special case of Theorem 8.1 is thus itself a strong generalisation and refinement of [ A F/k (∧ i=a i=1 φ i )) in Theorem 8.1 can be interpreted in terms of classical Neron-Tate heights.
To state the result we use the following notation: for ordered a-tuples P • = {P i : i ∈ [a]} of A t (F ) p and Q • = {Q j : j ∈ [a]} of A(F ) p we define a matrix in M a (C p [G]) by setting
where −, − AF denotes the Neron-Tate height pairing for A over F (and we have again used our fixed isomorphism C ∼ = C p ). We also write P • and Q • for the Z p [G]-modules that are generated by P • and Q • inside A t (F ) p,tf and A(F ) p,tf respectively. Then the following computation follows from a direct generalisation of the argument used to prove [11, Lem. 8.6] . For brevity we omit the details. Remark 8.7. In the slightly more restrictive setting of Remark 8.4, Lemma 8.6 leads to very explicit predictions that we hope may be amenable to numerical investigation. Assume that p is unramified in k, that all p-adic places of k are at most tamely ramified in F , that neither A(F ) nor A t (F ) has an element of order p, that A, F/k and p satisfy the hypotheses (H 1 )-(H 5 ) and that e (a) = 1 so there exist ordered a-tuples P • and Q • as in Lemma 8.6.
Then the Z p [G]-module Sel p (A F ) ∨ admits a free, quedratic presentation Π Sel and one expects that the product (We note that a different normalisation in the notion of a characteristic element justifies the disparities in sign between the above equality and the one occurring in [11, Lem. 8.12 (iii)]). We also recall that from [11, Lem. 8.12 (ii) ] that there exists a surjective homomorphism π : H 2 (C S,X,T ) → Y π with finite kernel and the property that Y π contains Sel p (A F ) ∨ as a submodule of finite index. There also exists a canonical injective homomorphism ι : H 1 (C S,X,T ) → A t (F ) p with finite cokernel. We will apply Corollary 5.3 to the triple given by (C S,X,T , (h T A,F ) −1 , L T ), together with the surjective homomorphism π. In order to do so, we fix a non-negative integer a and an a-tuple φ • in Hom Zp[G] (A(F ) p , Z p [G]). We fix a pre-image φ ′ i of each φ i under the surjective homomorphism occurring in the canonical short exact sequence
We set φ ′ • := (φ ′ i ) 1≤i≤a and view this a-tuple as comprising elements of Y π . Then the non-abelian higher special element associated to the data (C S,X,T , (h T A,F ) −1 , L T , π, φ ′ • ) coincides with the pre-image under the bijective map 
We fix an a-tuple θ To complete the proof of Theorem 8.1 it is therefore enough to note that the exact sequence (34) 
